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The research presented in this thesis was part of a wider interdisciplinary project “Metabolic stability assessment as a 

new tool in the Hit-to-Lead selection process and the generation of new lead compound libraries” financed by the 

Dutch Top-Institute Pharma consortium (grant D2-102).  Several industrial (Merck/MSD (Oss, NL) and QPS 

(Groeningen, NL)) and academic (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) partners 

participated in this project that led to several publications and four PhD theses.  

The aim of the project was the application of new, more efficient and selective P450 BM3 mutants for the generation 

of biotransformation products, being new chemical starting points for lead optimization (lead libraries), followed by 

the determination of their binding affinity (e.g. competitive fluorescence detection assay) and chemical structural 

characterization (LC-MS/MS-NMR) in a hyphenated approach.  

 

The general objectives of the present thesis are: 

 

 Engineering drug metabolizing P450 BM3 mutants mimicking human P450s and mutants with unique catalytic 

properties based on regio- and stereoselective metabolism of diagnostic substrates. 

 Utilization of “humanized” drug metabolizing P450 BM3 mutants for large scale production of physiologically 

relevant human metabolites of lead compound. 

 

 P450 BM3 has been presented as a valuable, versatile tool to support drug development by producing drug 

metabolites in such amounts that toxicological and pharmacological characterization is possible. Mutagenesis 

techniques are efficient tools to tailor the enzyme activity for a wide variety of applications. The biocatalytic potential 

of P450 BM3 mutants to generate human relevant and novel unique drug metabolites was demonstrated and these 

mutants were successfully used for the generation and structural characterization of reactive metabolites, for the 

functionalization of lead molecules and for the regioselective hydroxylation of steroid compounds. The combination of 

BM3 biosynthesis and HRS screening is a highly valuable platform to identify potential new lead compounds and to 

assess pharmacological properties of drug metabolites. The platform presented in this thesis can be applied in early 

stage drug discovery to expand the toolbox of the medicinal chemist for the generation and optimization of lead 

compounds and to detect potentially dangerous reactive metabolites for the development of safer drugs. 

 


